Johnson Selects Hagerty  
As Comsat Board Member  
The President of the United States, Lyndon B. Johnson, recently appointed Dr. William W. Hagerty, Drexel's President, to the Board of Directors of the Communications Satellite Corporation (Comsat). President Johnson's appointment is expected to be confirmed by the Senate at today's session.  

Speaking Union and other organizations will present five concerts abroad.  

Dr. Hagerty, who replaces Dr. Clark Black, Director of the Chase Manhattan Bank, is expected to spend an average of half their time teaching undergraduate courses.  

Faculty Must Teach Undergraduates  

"Faculty members will be required to spend an average of half their time teaching undergraduate courses. This will help improve student morale, but it doesn't help our main concern is to conduct this program right."  

Dean Matheson Explains New Probation System  

Starting in September the grades for any four terms of 12 credits or more. He will also get the term's weighted average. All courses taken prior to September will be retained as numeric grades on a student's transcript. However, the cumulative numeric average at the end of summer term will be converted to an equivalent cumulative quality point average by the use of an undisclosed formula devised by the administration.  

The new probation system was designed to correspond to the new cumulative quality point averages. A cumulative quality point average of 2.0 (equivalent to a C in the old system) is needed to graduate. The accompanying chart indicated the basic features of the new system. If the cumulative quality point average falls below 2.0, the student receives a warning.  

For a freshman a quality point average above 1.0 results in the student being placed on probation. Probation continues and the student's cumulative average rises above 1.0. If by the end of three terms, this is not complied with, the student will be dropped from school. Any average below 1.0 will also result in being dropped from school.  

For an upperclassman a term program below 1.5 results in probation. Probation will also be incurred if the cumulative weight average falls below the cumulative average covered by the enclosed chart. For example, if a student has completed 100 credits of work, a cumulative average of 1.44 is required to stay off probation. On the enclosed table drawn up by Dean Raines, it will be seen that a student at any minimum cumulative average will need a 2.2 term average the succeeding term to remain at the minimum level.  

A student will be dropped from school if he has been on probation for three consecutive terms of 12 credits or more. He will also be dropped if he has been on probation for any four terms of 12 credits or more. Finally, a student who fails the same course three times is dropped.  

Dean Matheson said that one of primary aims of the new system was to make "the new academic standing rules strictly objective so that a student knows at all times exactly where he stands." Departures from the rules will be made only in exceptional cases. The student who enrolled in the Academic Standing Committee. The Academic Standing Committee will also review any problem arising in connection with the transition to the new standards.
**DREXEL TRiANGLE**

As graduation precipitated a surge in the number of editorial board of the Triangle, no alteration in its policy has occurred. For this reason, I restate the purpose of the Triangle as it appeared in the issue of October 9, 1964.

The purpose of the Drexel Triangle is to provide the student body with a complete and unbiased summary of the week's news. In addition, the newspaper serves as a sounding board for student opinion, and it thus interprets the news in addition to presenting it.

In order for the Triangle to serve these functions, it must be controlled solely by its student editorial board, with full responsibility resting on the editor-in-chief. This is the policy which Drexel's administration has followed for many years, and Drexel can proudly say that it has never censored or "gagged" its student press.

However, although the editor-in-chief must make certain that coverage of school events is adequate without showing prejudice toward any group, he must maintain high standards of journalism, treating news as news and preventing the paper from being a scandal sheet or a publicity organ for the administration.

The amount and the form of coverage of any group event must reflect its news value to the students as a whole. For example, the Student Senate, academic affairs or important faculty issues, when they come up, are treated as news.

**UNDER CONSTRUCTION**

Two men were piling bricks atop one another to construct a monument of books that would be of benefit to themselves and to those who, by the extension of the undertaking, would benefit enough to take time from their studies to call the monument.

One of the men stopped. He was finished. He went onward, upward. Now to build skyscrapers, he thought, and the house complete. The other worked along, no less vigorously, but now alone.

This past June, Paul Smith graduated from Drexel. Osten- sibly, he is going on to a university of good taste and journalism. No restrictions can be made on either the editor or staff in the choice of editors, because of their posts. The editor must make certain that coverage of school events is adequate without showing prejudice toward any group. He must maintain high standards of journalism, treating news as news and preventing the paper from being a scandal sheet or a publicity organ for the administration.

The amount and the form of coverage of any group event must reflect its news value to the students as a whole. For example, the Student Senate, academic affairs or important faculty issues, when they come up, are treated as news.

**THE DREXEL TRIANGLE**

Established 1926

Official newspaper published by the students of Drexel Institute of Technology, 32nd and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia. Issued every Friday during the College Year. "Opinions expressed in signed columns are not necessarily those of the Institute or the editor, but are those of the signers." Period of publication: September 22, 1964 - May 1, 1965.
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**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

Support Sought For Homecoming

Editor, Drexel Triangle:

I have been involved in the efforts this year that started earlier than I have been before. I have scheduled a meeting with the Homecoming Committee the third week of October in order to get the plans underway, to cut off the start of Fall Term (Oct. 15-19) for the students' energy, so that they can be full of life for the remainder of the week.

The Homecoming Committee has recently been involved in the process of selecting a theme. As in the past, Homecoming will be highlighted by the selection of a Homecoming Queen, Court HIt, Pep Rally, Band, and the football game itself, which all plays on Saturday night.

Homecoming week will be bigger and better, and we of the Homecoming Committee hope to see everyone there.

John Barbi
Barry Stomm
Co-Chairman
Homecoming Committee

Student Complains Of Race St. Racket

Editor, Drexel Triangle:

I find it necessary to voice my opinions to some recent activities of Buildings and Grounds and I am disturbed enough to take time from studying to write for a final.

I have only had classes through classes for the last term with buildings being demolished, so I think it should be clear that we are exposed to the same disturbing problems when we are trying to study for our exams. I am referring to Building 33, which is still under evaluation. The demolition of existing buildings on 34th St. between Powelton Ave. and Race St. Two years ago, the sidewalks were closed, but the street itself was propelled forward. We have been as disturbed as the students the grounds disrupted. This shows the constancy with which Buildings and Grounds disrupt the study habits of numerous students in the area.

Needless to say, I realize that most of this must be done at the inconvenience of someone. However, I feel there is a serious lack of coordination between the students, Buildings and Grounds, and that this is one example of a group of students who are just not able to move in the same way. The sidewalks were broken up with pneumatic drills to the right of audiences, and I am sure it must be a very difficult to get close enough to the group to meet with a protest group. The meeting with a protest group was arranged to talk with their leader, Mr. Sam Johnson, who was saying that the building was going to be held on Wednesday, August 18, at 4 p.m. at the site.

Any persons interested in working with the committee and have any helpful suggestions for the improvement of their program, please contact me by student mail.

Sincerely,

Stephen R. Levis, Chairman 1964 Big Brother Program

There's no reason to think that the average student's poor attitude towards his school is going to change. There are a lot of reasons for this. However, although most of the student's attitudes are overcome, there are still considerable political maneuvering to cut your students to reasonable levels.**" He suggested that the state secretary of veterans affairs, in charge of veterans affairs, would have to see the students' attitudes on the matter. In the meantime, he is reported to be planning a bill for the student's taxes. "You have a lot of tax money," he said. "You shouldn't let it out of hand."
United We Stand
By Arthur S. Leonoff

"Two Town" by Linda Argentieri

One of the better movies out at the present time is an exciting wartime drama entitled, "Van Ronan's Express," starring Frank Sinatra and Trevor Howard. Unfortunately, it did not open at a center city theatre, but instead at approximately ten different neighborhood theatres. It's not as impressive as "Great Escape," but if you enjoy that type of story, don't miss this one.

"What's New, Peacock?" at the Arden Theatre, was a lot of big-name stars, but lacks a story and comedy for the most part. It's all about the sexual problems of a psychoanalyst (Peter Sellers) and his patients (Peter O'Toole and Capucine, among others). Two of the funnier performances are given by Sellers and Paula Prentiss.

Peter O'Toole gives a more outstanding performance as the hero of Joseph Conrad's novel, "Lord Jim." This story of adventure, which opened Wednesday at the Fox, is set against the background of the Cambodian Jungle lands.

Academic averages for the year 1964-65 were recently released by the Registrar's Office. The overall average for undergraduate students was 77.7, which ranks us below last year's 77.1. As in the past, the women compiled a higher average than the men, their 78.7, ten-tenths of a point surpassing the men's 77.7.

In comparison with the Greek averages, both of the above rank slightly lower. Pan-Hellenic Council reported a final average of approximately 80.0 and Inter-Fraternity Council announced an average high of 77.1. All averages were computed solely from the immediately preceding semester's work. As far as the reader can see, Drexelites failed to exercise their rights as students to demonstrate to their ultimate. One need only look at the history of colleges and universities to discover that right and demonstrations have been, and will continue to be the foremost extracurricular activity of students around the world.

We ask now, what should Drexel students demonstrate for (or against)? ROTC? The Institute will probably eliminate compulsory ROTC shortly. The right to use the third floor of the court during the 1000pm break? Drexel employees on the third floor armed by the Drexel Officers with cameras broke the back of this year's spring riot before it even got started.

Guidance Needed for Expression

Obviously, students need a little guidance and organization in the expression of their thoughts through demonstrations. To go about this properly, a committee of juniors should be formed. As juniors they have enough experience to understand the nature of the protests and workings of Drexel, but they have not been around long enough to want to give up fighting.

The activities of the committee would be to work with the Fraternity and Sorority Council. Two other groups, one students and the other a non-student, would be chosen to assist the NAACP and CORE in their efforts at the same time.

One suggested name for the group is the Ad Hoc Committee for Demonstrations. All important, too, is a slogan. And we submit the following as a fitting (fighting) slogan for their use--"Let Us Demonstrate Together."

The first demonstration would have to be against all the classwork that is being done. If students wish to demonstrate in the first place, Engineering and science students were noticeably absent from the demonstrations that took place last year. We have in mind the Berkeley campus of the University of California, Yale University and the City College of New York. By enrolling these students, readers will remember, first demonstrated for the right to participate in political activity on their campus and later for the right to use four letter Anglo-Saxon words.

President Quiz

There will be a quiz to point the way to the president and chancellor of U. of C., re- signed their offices. The two officers were persuaded to stay on at their jobs, but the state legislature may change the almost complete self-governing structure of the university.

As the reader can see, Dreuxitans have not even approached the themes which other schools have used.

A second job of the committee would be to hire an advisor, preferably an experienced student from one of the above schools, to aid in the selecting of subjects for demonstrations and the appropriate methods to use. The last of the committee's initial activities would be to send a group of students to NAACP and CORE all the time to learn the methods of these groups. These students could, of course, assist the NAACP and CORE in their efforts at the same time.

We wish the AHCED good luck.

Grades Released By Registrar;
Women Lead Men
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In comparison with the Greek averages, both of the above rank slightly lower. Pan-Hellenic Council reported a final average of approximately 80.0 and Inter-Fraternity Council announced an average high of 77.1. All averages were computed solely from the immediately preceding semester's work. As far as the reader can see, Drexelites failed to exercise their rights as students to demonstrate to their ultimate. One need only look at the history of colleges and universities to discover that right and demonstrations have been, and will continue to be the foremost extracurricular activity of students around the world.

We ask now, what should Drexel students demonstrate for (or against)? ROTC? The Institute will probably eliminate compulsory ROTC shortly. The right to use the third floor of the court during the 1000pm break? Drexel employees on the third floor armed by the Drexel Officers with cameras broke the back of this year's spring riot before it even got started.

Guidance Needed for Expression

Obviously, students need a little guidance and organization in the expression of their thoughts through demonstrations. To go about this properly, a committee of juniors should be formed. As juniors they have enough experience to understand the nature of the protests and workings of Drexel, but they have not been around long enough to want to give up fighting.

The activities of the committee would be to work with the Fraternity and Sorority Council. Two other groups, one students and the other a non-student, would be chosen to assist the NAACP and CORE in their efforts at the same time.

One suggested name for the group is the Ad Hoc Committee for Demonstrations. All important, too, is a slogan. And we submit the following as a fitting (fighting) slogan for their use--"Let Us Demonstrate Together."

The first demonstration would have to be against all the classwork that is being done. If students wish to demonstrate in the first place, Engineering and science students were noticeably absent from the demonstrations that took place last year. We have in mind the Berkeley campus of the University of California, Yale University and the City College of New York. By enrolling these students, readers will remember, first demonstrated for the right to participate in political activity on their campus and later for the right to use four letter Anglo-Saxon words.

President Quiz

There will be a quiz to point the way to the president and chancellor of U. of C., resigned their offices. The two officers were persuaded to stay on at their jobs, but the state legislature may change the almost complete self-governing structure of the university.

As the reader can see, Dreuxitans have not even approached the themes which other schools have used.

A second job of the committee would be to hire an advisor, preferably an experienced student from one of the above schools, to aid in the selecting of subjects for demonstrations and the appropriate methods to use. The last of the committee's initial activities would be to send a group of students to NAACP and CORE all the time to learn the methods of these groups. These students could, of course, assist the NAACP and CORE in their efforts at the same time.

We wish the AHCED good luck.
Gridders to Face Tough Foes; Coach Grebis Very Optimistic

By Fred Crawford

"We have just concluded what I consider our most successful spring practice ever," said Tom Grebis, head football coach, Tom Grebis, "I think in my 25 years we have never had as many experienced back the Dragons have this year, so we are anxious to find out what we have left to work with." Grebis is an experienced man and his knowledge of football is evident in his plans for the coming season. He has seen in the past 5 years. Be- sides, Grebis has fine depth at the center, tackle, and end positions. Also included in Coach Grebis's plans after his fine performance in last Saturday's intra-squad scrimmage. Also Kenny Luca and Tony Godons will battle for the guard slots, Grebis has only one Little All-American candidate, Chuck Farrell, will head the secondary men. Of Drexel's three men on the All Southern Division MAC Honorable Mention Team, two will be back, Ron Putrich and Gene Calaphats. The basis of the varsity team will include Gene Calaphats, Joe Daub, Helmut Davel, Dave Dox, Carmen Genovesa, Ron Kosiv, Mark, Louie, Tom Milanesi, Peter Moroney, Bill Nal, Frank, Pat Sapa- taks, Ralph Ecola, and Jerry Wy- trenski, Good prospects from the freshmen team include Mike Seager, John Halversen, Luis Ikeke, Frank Pantuch and Gene Calaphats. This year all but three from the backfield develop. If they come up to fill in the ranks. Of Drexel's three men on the All Southern Division MAC Honorable Mention Team, two will be back, Ron Putrich and Gene Calaphats. It is summer term again. The first post season game and spring practice In 5 years," said Coach Grebis. "We don't tell that to the athlete of course." They are the only team to have beaconed through their entire spring practice In 5 years. Also included on this years schedule is Albright, Kings Point and our usual MAC opponents, PMC, Lebanon Valley, Western Maryland and Delaware Valley.

The outlook—Coach Grebis says, "We should win half of them— with a few breaks, we could go a long way."

A long way indeed. The teams that played with Coach Grebis's teams have come up to fill in the ranks. Of Drexel's three men on the All Southern Division MAC Honorable Mention Team, two will be back, Ron Putrich and Gene Calaphats. "We have just concluded what I consider our most successful spring practice ever," said Tom Grebis, head football coach, Tom Grebis, "I think in my 25 years we have never had as many experienced back the Dragons have this year, so we are anxious to find out what we have left to work with." Grebis is an experienced man and his knowledge of football is evident in his plans for the coming season. He has seen in the past 5 years. Besides, Grebis has fine depth at the center, tackle, and end positions. Also included in Coach Grebis's plans after his fine performance in last Saturday's intra-squad scrimmage. Also Kenny Luca and Tony Godons will battle for the guard slots, Grebis has only one Little All-American candidate, Chuck Farrell, will head the secondary men. Of Drexel's three men on the All Southern Division MAC Honorable Mention Team, two will be back, Ron Putrich and Gene Calaphats. The basis of the varsity team will include Gene Calaphats, Joe Daub, Helmut Davel, Dave Dox, Carmen Genovesa, Ron Kosiv, Mark, Louie, Tom Milanesi, Peter Moroney, Bill Nal, Frank, Pat Sapa- taks, Ralph Ecola, and Jerry Wy- trenski, Good prospects from the freshmen team include Mike Seager, John Halversen, Luis Ikeke, Frank Pantuch and Gene Calaphats. It is summer term again. The first post season game and spring practice In 5 years," said Coach Grebis. "We don't tell that to the athlete of course." They are the only team to have beaconed through their entire spring practice In 5 years. Also included on this years schedule is Albright, Kings Point and our usual MAC opponents, PMC, Lebanon Valley, Western Maryland and Delaware Valley.

To tackle, Grebis has two excellent but questionable performers in Mike Higgins and Norb Showell. Questionable is necessary because Higgins may knock in the recent scrimmage, while Showell still is suffering from a post season operation of his broken arm. In back of these is a group of strength, Grebis has...